
39

Webcams

+360%

Fruits & Vegetables

+317%

Bicycle Accessories

+234%

Small Animal Supplies 

+227% 

Rocking Chairs

+193%

Bean Bag Chairs 

+165%

Pet Training Aids 

+153%

Riding Scooters 

+150%
Skincare

+148%

Exercise Bands

+148%  

Dog Supplies

+142%
Video Game Software 

+141%

Gaming Chairs

+135%

Pet Leashes

+130%

Hair Clippers & Trimmers 

+123% 
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From taking calls with 
classmates or colleagues to 

joining friends for virtual happy 
hour, people are coming up 

with creative ways to stay 
connected through video.

Video conferencing 
makes it easy to be 

framed from the chest 
up, so gone is the 

need to wear skirts, 
slacks, or even jeans to 
take business meetings 

Consumers with yards, gardens, 
and patios are decking them out 
for springtime social distancing 
at home with items like tables, 
benches, and sunloungers.

This wholesome hobby is making 
a comeback, aided by shuttered 
restaurants that have put a new 
emphasis on learning how to 
prepare your own food.

Pet adoption rates have 
gone up, and more time 
spent at home means more 
time spent with pets.

Source: Online sales, Criteo data, Q1 and Q2 2020. At least five retailers at the most granular level. Analysis 
includes high-growth products in the US from March 15-April 12, 2020, compared to January 1-28, 2020.

Most gyms are temporarily 
closed, so people are finding 

alternatives to stay healthy 
and in shape without ever 

leaving the house.

To combat feelings of 
isolation and boredom, 
consumers are spending on 
products that help them stay 
connected and entertained.

With no professional 
stylist to go to, all things 
shaving and grooming 
have started to become 
do-it-yourself projects.

Since mid-March, more cities have enforced social distancing measures, and homes are now the main venue for life’s 
daily activities: working, learning, shopping, exercising, resting, dining, and entertainment. Here are 50 top products— 
based on two billion active monthly shoppers across 20,000 retailers who work with Criteo—that consumers are 
buying to accommodate their new mostly-from-home lifestyle:
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Cereal & Granola 

+ 167%+ 167%

Home Theater Systems 

+164%+164%

Inline & Roller Skating 

+284%+284%

Wireless Access Points

+469%+469%

Cooking Oils

+393%+393%

5

21

Biometric Monitors 

+129%+129%

46

45

Bath & Body

+178%+178%

29
Nut Butters

+178%+178%

23

Activity Tables

+284%+284%

Exercise Benches

+228%+228%

30
USB & FireWire Hubs 

+177%+177%

3131

Pet Flea & Tick Control 

+178% +178% 

Bird Supplies

+191%+191%
Cat Supplies

+180%+180%

Condiments & Sauces 

+143%+143%

39

General Purpose Athletic 
Equipment

+141% +141% 

Balaclavas & Neck Gaiters 

+130%+130%

49
Cotton Swabs

+126%+126%

Educational Software 

+128%+128%

Bread & Pastries 

+175%+175%

Sugars & Sweeteners 

+179%+179%

Shorts

+284%+284%

Basketball

+207%+207%

Baking

+225%+225%

Pet Grooming Supplies 

+204% +204% 

Skorts

+238%+238%

15

Power Over Ethernet Adapters 

+285%+285%

Audio & Video Cable Adapters

+366%+366%

Outdoor Furniture Sets

+434%+434%

Folding Chairs & Stools 

+431%+431%

Medical Masks

+351%+351%

Cheese

+376%+376%

Tofu, Soy & Vegetarian 
Products

+191%+191%

Meat, Eggs, & Seafood 

+126%+126%

Americans have been stocking 
up on ingredients for quick, easy, 
family- friendly meals while they 
hunker down at home.

Pasta Sauce

+ 635% + 635% 

For more detailed insights, contact your Criteo Account 
Strategist or visit our Coronavirus Impact Dashboard.Coronavirus Impact Dashboard.

https://www.criteo.com/coronavirus-impact-dashboard/

